Design, simulation and practical experimentation of miniaturized turbine flow sensor for flow meter assessment
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ABSTRACT

Flow sensors are very essential in many aspects of our daily lives. Many of the industrial processes need a very consistent flow sensor to monitor and check for irregularities in their system. Therefore, flow sensor is an important tool for advanced operation in industrial environment. In this paper, the design and development of a 3D fabricated flow sensor was carried out using SolidWork 3D CAD. SolidWork Flow Simulation was used to model the effect the turbine flow sensor would have on a constant flowing water while MATLAB Simulink flow graph was created to visualize the effect of turbine flow sensor response with voltage input. Afterwards, the design was 3D printed using UP Plus 2 3D printer. The experimentation involved selection of sensors, coding to control the turbine flow sensor and automatic data logging and storage. During the design phase, the sensors and actuators were assembled using locally sourced material. Subsequently, under controlled laboratory environment, the turbine flow sensor was tested using a DC motor which was programmed to control the revolution per minute (rpm) of the turbine flow sensor. The rpm and velocity of the turbine flow meter was measured and stored in a database via Microsoft Excel using Cool Term Software. A total number of 517 readings were analysed to evaluate the performance of the turbine flow sensor. The result shows that the turbine flow meter is responsive to the motor input voltage and yielded accurate measurement of rpm and velocity of turbine flow meter.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This article is an extension of the work presented during the ICCCE’18 Conference in September 2018. This article provides more comprehensive details on the previous work as the study developed further by accessing the performance of the 3D printed flow sensor. The usage of flow sensor ranges from basic home tap water flow measurement to large scale industrial liquid and mixture flow measurements. Precision and durability of flow sensor are important aspect to consider for either industrial usage or research-based usage. Historically, the Sumerian cities which their existence dated back to 5000 B.C measured water flow by utilizing buckets and a timer [1]. The method adopted by the Sumerians was to measure the time taken for flowing water to fill a known capacity of a bucket is taken while manual computation of flow rate is approximated and recorded [1]. In 1870, Benjamin G. Hoffman recorded the first use of turbine flow sensor in Hamburg, Germany by publishing a brochure describing Reinhard Woltman invention of a current meter for measuring water and air flow as shown in Figure 1 [2]. The advancement of technology in the 21st century has introduced new methods of flow sensor such as optical flow meter, thermal and mechanical flow sensors.
Researchers have heavily investigated on different mechanical flow sensors in [3-6] which are used to detect velocity of water current. [6] used a mechanical flow sensor to get the inflow rate of water entering the inlet canal while investigating the performance of the flow sensor in detecting the correct flow rate. Unlike mechanical flow sensors, thermal flow sensors used thick film segmented thermistor to sense heat changes corresponding to different flow velocity [7]. However, Magnetic flow sensors have not been able to be established well in the ever-growing technology industry as their magnetic characteristics makes the reading of the sensor to be inaccurate when it is used near areas that have high magnetic fields or elements [8]. Acoustic sound waves were being used in [9, 10] to with an effective signal processing capable machines or software that enables detection of flow rate easily. Microelectromechanical system (MEMS) sensors have paved way into the technology market and are preferred due to their capability in [8, 11] of using Nano-materials for optically assisted digital cameras and accelerometer for acquiring signals that corresponds to moving fluid flow rate.

In [12], they conducted a simulation on turbine flow sensor and its ability to detect flowing water. The turbine flow sensor was analysed on its consistency as well as the reliability of the theoretical models in which governs the method the flow sensor works. [13] utilised an ultrasonic sensor to find the right frequency which could penetrate composite pipeline to check for the irregularities in the smooth flowing of multiphase liquid. This shows another specialized method to use flow rate sensor for an industrial environment. [14] used a different approach to enable liquid level to be measured using printed circuit board. This adds an insight in different ways to integrate water flow sensor and liquid level sensor for a system. [15] used water-pump motor to control the inflow of water in an indoor vertical farming environment. The use of soil moisture with a water-pump motor enable a systematic design of an effective vertical farming which is an integrative application involving flow rate measurement.

In [16], they adopt a motor-driven system which enable cleaning of high-rise building safe and efficient. The application used a motor to maintain the amount of water outage which showed the significance of a motor in aiding water flow control systems in many different applications and fields. However, [17] investigated on Long Range (LoRa) Low Power Wireless Area Network (LPWAN) in its adaptability for Internet of Things system which the flow sensor application can be further extended. Therefore, the tremendous effort to make flow sensor integrative with many systems and applications can be made more robust by using LoRa and LPWAN which enable autonomous control of systems with less manual labour involved. These are the current investigation on flow rate sensors and the specific used in current research work and industrial aspect as well.

Flow sensors have to be compact and easy to integrate with other sensors which is the reason miniaturized flow sensors designs have been carried out in this study. This aim of this paper is to develop a system whereby turbine flow sensor can be integrated in for continuous flow rate measurement. Analyses of the turbine flow sensor will be carried out by using simulation approach and practical laboratory experiment approach as well. Finally, the 3-D printed flow sensor was assembled and tested in a controlled laboratory to access its performance. The research methodology section gives insight into the simulation steps and practical phase. Then, the result analysis section is followed by conclusion section for this paper.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
2.1. Design and fabrication of turbine flow sensor

3D CAD Software are necessary for the sketching and assembly of the turbine flow sensor [12]. SolidWorks 2015 3D CAD Software is the software enabler that was used in the design of the turbine flow sensor in the integrated design environment. The complete drawing of the turbine flow sensor can be seen in Figure 2. The drawing of the turbine flow sensor was guided by few dimensions which were carefully chosen, and their measurement are recorded. Extrude boss and filleting were the functions used in the
software to make the 3D sketch of the turbine flow sensor possible. SolidWork enabled the assembling of the six blades, shaft and hub. A fixed angle of 60° was kept apart for the blades to be arranged around the hub. The dimensions of the turbine flow sensors are tabulated in Table 1 and those measurements were made sure it can be acceptable for the 3D printer input. To ensure smooth rotation of turbine flow sensor, six blades were optimum number of blades required. The completed 3D turbine flow sensor was saved in STL file format and the image format was uploaded into the desktop connected to the UP Plus 2 3D printer. A class of plastic filament named Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene-Polycarbonate (ABS-PC) was the material used to print the turbine flow sensor under test. The ABS-PC filament diameter for the UP Plus 2 3D printer is 1.75mm. generally, the colour in which the 3D printer print is in a creamy white color. The weight of the printed turbine flow sensor was 117.92 grams and 1.07 grams per cubic centimeter was the density of the turbine flow sensor.

![3D view of turbine drawing](image1)

**Figure 2. 3D view of turbine drawing [12]**

### Table 1. Dimension of turbine flow sensor parts [12]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Length of hypotenuse side (cm)</th>
<th>Length of adjacent side (cm)</th>
<th>Length of opposite side (cm)</th>
<th>Length (cm)</th>
<th>Width (cm)</th>
<th>Radius (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blade</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hub</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. **SolidWork flow simulation approach**

The turbine flow sensor design had been imported into the Flow Simulation environment. Flow simulation event was simulated and the integrated design environment in which it was done is shown in Figure 3. Internal canal was represented by a cylinder and it encapsulate the turbine flow sensor while the external rectangular cuboid encompasses the internal canal. Dimensions of the inner canal and rectangular cuboid are given in Table 2. [18] dimensions were partially adopted, and modification were made accordingly for the design in this article. A wizard from the flow simulation tab was used to show the steps throughout the flow simulation process. Boundary condition, goals that are objectives of the flow simulation and selected medium which is water were chosen in the parameters for the flow simulation animation. The targeted objective were global goals and surface goals in this simulation. Velocity of water at 2.5m/s and 5m/s were the two-different variable of the simulation settings carried out. Thus, allowing the simulation to run its course while evaluating the effect it would have on the turbine flow sensor by choosing these two-different velocities of water.

![Pre-process before Solidwork simulation](image2)

**Figure 3. Pre-process before Solidwork simulation [12]**
Table 2. Dimension of canal and external rectangular cuboid [12]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Length (cm)</th>
<th>Width (cm)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Radius (cm)</th>
<th>Thickness (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal canal</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External rectangular cuboid</td>
<td>106.5</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>19.54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. MATLAB simulink simulation approach

The Simulink simulation was carried out in MATLAB R2015 Edition. DC voltage source, controlled PWM Voltage, H-Bridge, Current Sensor, Ideal rotational motion sensor, DC motor, PS-Simulink Converter and a scope were the block components utilized in this simulation [19]. Figure 4 depicts the block diagrams of the electrical circuit connection controlled PWM voltage emits pulse width modulation signal which is 4kHz while the voltage source distributes 2.5 V at every signal burst. Current sensor senses the current output, the H-bridge drives the motor and ideal rotational motion sensor senses the revolution per minutes of the motor. Armature inductance of 12V DC motor chosen in this simulation is 0.01 henry. The scope is where the result of the simulation goes to for each run.

![Figure 4. Block diagram of electrical block inside Simulink][12]

2.4. Performance metrics of turbine flow sensor

The schematic of the system is shown in Figure 5. Prasetyo, Budiana, Tjahjana & Hadi. (2018) [20] design approach was adopted with few modifications as shown in Figure 2. The horizontal axis water turbine of Prasetyo et al. (2018) [20] chose 6 blades as their optimum design requirement for a smooth-running water turbine. This paper also took 6 blades as a design requirement to enable smooth rotational movement. Turbine theory was employed which means rotational movement of the turbine blades is able to calculate the flow rate of moving water. A rotational force is subjected on the turbine blades as water moves pass in which energy is transferred from the flowing water to the turbine flow sensor for an effective measurement of flow rate to take place. The encoder depicted in Figure 5 which is attached to the turbine flow sensor’s hub enables rotational speed measurement. The motor is connected to the microcontroller to take the readings for the linear speed of the turbine flow sensor. The DC motor was used to drive the turbine flow sensor to examine the torque and voltage requirement for tilting the fabricated flow sensor as shown in Figure 5.

Conversion of electrical energy into mechanical energy is the job of a DC motor. The electric circuit representation of the DC motor is given in Figure 6(a). E represents the input voltage when current Ia, flows through the rotor armature brushes around the circuit. The backward electromotive force emitted is directed opposite to the voltage supplied and the input into armature has resistance, Ra. Electric field and magnetic

---

[12]: https://example.com/figure4.png
field cross path to produce mechanical force in a DC Motor [21]. The relationship between the voltage and current flow in a DC motor is given in (1).

\[ E = E_b + I a R_a \]  

(1)

where \( E \) is the voltage, \( I \) is the current, \( a \) is the efficiency of the motor, and \( b \) is the base current.

The torque formula of a DC motor is given in (2).

\[ \tau = (I \times V \times E \times 60) \times (rpm \times 2\pi)^{-1} \]  

(2)

where \( \tau \) is torque, \( I \) is current flow, \( V \) is the terminal voltage, \( E \) is efficiency of the motor, \( rpm \) is revolutions per minute, and \( \pi \) is the mathematical constant.

An encoder wheel is showed in Figure 7 and it will be used with a photo-interrupter. The electrical representation of the photo-interrupter is shown in Figure 6(b). The turbine flow sensor will be measured in revolutions per minute (rpm) with the use of the photo-interrupter. Photo interrupter are an integrated device that has an upright infrared emitter and an upright shielded infrared detector (phototransistor) [22]. Photo interrupter allows electrical current to flow in it which lights up the LED and then the light enters the phototransistor while the light is converted into current. \( I_c \) is the collector current, and its expression is given in (3) to show the relationship between the base current \( I_b \), \( hFE(\beta) \), and gain.

\[ I_c = I_b \times hFE \]  

(3)

The encoder can be depicted as the photo interrupter which enables the turbine flow sensor to get the revolution per minute. The relationship between rpm and linear velocity is given in (4).

\[ \text{velocity (meter/sec)} = \text{radius (meter)} \times \text{rpm (radian/sec)} \times 2 \pi \]  

(4)
2.5. Selection of microcontroller, sensors and laboratory experiment

The turbine flow meter adopted the working mechanism of a motor which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. The same concept is used on a generator as the generator(motor) in the dynamo act as the mechanical part to convert mechanical movement to electrical lighting. A photo interrupter as shown in Figure 7(a) was used to get the revolution per minute (rpm) while a 24V DC Motor (Figure 7(b)) was used to drive the turbine flow meter for experimentation purpose. The motor power outage is 1.61 Watts and it has a stall torque of 0.0188N.m. The photo interrupter acts as the encoder for the turbine flow meter to get the rpm [3]. The relationship between rpm and linear velocity is given in (4). The unit of linear velocity is usually in metre/sec, but the experimentation carried out used metre/min for a better resolution.

The motor is powered by an Arduino Uno (Figure 7(c)) which can only output 40mA for each digital input and output pins. The digital input and output pins of the Arduino were used to control the voltage input for the motor. The voltage used were divided into 5 segments which were 5, 10, 15, 20 and 24 volts respectively. The motor was programmed to convert the reference voltage Arduino used which is between 0 to 255. The reference voltage was divided into equal voltages of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 24 which are 53.125, 106.25, 159.375, 212.5 and 255. The photo-interrupter which is an optical rpm sensor is programmed to respond to the encoder wheel as shown in Figure 7(d) rotation that has slots which allows for light to pass through it. The slot is the point where the photo interrupter calculates the number of turn and reads rpm of the turbine flow meter. The encoder wheel has 20 slots and a radius of 1.25 centimeter.

![Figure 7. (a) photo interrupter, (b) 24 VDC motor, (c) Arduino Uno, (d) Encoder wheel](image)

The shaft of the turbine flow meter is inserted into the hole in the center of the encoder wheel to calculate the linear velocity in this experiment. The Motor was firmly attached to a rectangular box which has dimensional size of 15×15×5 cm as shown in Figure 8. The workflow is given in Figure 9 which showed the overall steps taken to analyze the turbine flow sensor. The flow of current coming from the voltage input to the motor provides a torque powerful enough to rotate the turbine flow meter which rotates the encoder wheel and Arduino records the rpm of the turbine flow meter along with its linear velocity. The calculated output torque of the motor for 15V, 16V, 20V and 24V is 0.091 N.m, 0.0521N.m, 0.025N.m and 0.023N.m respectively. The torque decreases with increasing voltage because the Arduino Uno 5V regulator controls the current coming from the USB port or the power source. The voltage input increases the rotational speed(rpm) of the motor while the current drawn by the motor increase output torque of the motor.

![Figure 8. Experiment environment](image)
3. RESULTS ANALYSIS and DISCUSSION

3.1. Result analysis of SolidWork flow simulation

Flow trajectories results of water in the flow simulation is discussed in this section as well as the response of the turbine flow sensor during the simulation period. The targeted goal of this simulation is primarily to give the global goal velocity and surface goal volume flow rate. As a means of obtaining successive closer approximations for the flow simulation, the simulation process for the two different velocities of water went through 108 iterations. To show the degree of velocity at the point where the water meets the turbine flow sensor a heat map was used in the simulation. The trajectory length represents the length of the canal. Figure 10(a) showed the flow trajectory animation which implies that the turbine flow sensor obstructed the flow of water in the canal more than the flow trajectory animation in Figure 10(b). Velocity of water set at 1.5m/s showed at Figure 11(a) implies that the increased around the turbine flow sensor was more than the turbine flow sensor’s velocity of water set at 5m/s showed at Figure 11(b). These two observations match the theory that turbine flow sensor behave like an actuator and is affected by the speed at which the flow velocity collides with the water particles. A reduction was observed in the flow velocity of Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b) after the water met the turbine flow sensor.

Figure 10. (a) Flow trajectory animation velocity at 1.5m/s, (b) Flow trajectory of velocity at 5m/s
A 70% reduction in velocity was seen from the flow velocity set at 1.5m/s as the velocity went from 1.5 m/s to 0.8 m/s. A 10% reduction in velocity was seen from the flow velocity set at 5 m/s as the velocity went from 5 m/s to 4 m/s because of the turbine flow sensor obstruction which took place at the center of the flow trajectory. Flow velocity set at 5 m/s showed lesser percentage reduction because the flow trajectory maintained a higher velocity even after the water has passed through the turbine flow sensor. The surface and global goal of the simulation were tabulated in Table 3. Overall goal of the flow simulation corresponds to the global goal while the surface goal represents the turbine flow sensor additional goal. As seen from Table 3, global goal velocity of 0.108m/s and a surface goal volumetric flow of 9.95E-5 m³/s is realised from flow velocity set at 1.5 m/s. At the same instance, global goal of 0.983 m/s and a surface goal volumetric flow of 99.4E-5 m³/s is pointing towards 5m/s flow velocity and these values showed a trend that was not expected but they are enough to prove that turbine flow sensor was obstructing the trajectory of the flow of water. Expression (5) showed the formula of flow rate given as:

$$\text{flow of water (m}^3/\text{s}) = \text{water velocity (m}/\text{s}) \times \text{cross sectional area (m}^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
3.2. Result analysis of simulink simulation

Two plots from the Simulink simulation were achieved as shown in Figure 12. A rapid increment in speed from 0 rad/s to 200 rad/s was seen in Figure 13(a) when 2.5 volts is supplied to the 12 VDC motor. A reduction in current output of the motor from 1.5 A to 0 is depicted in Figure 13(b). A maximum rpm of 2000 rad/s was only able to be reached because the voltage supplied is limited to only 2.5V only. However, the current output started with a maximum output current of 1.5 A and ended with 0 A because there is a transient response at the H-bridge at the instant when electromotive force burst occurred. The effect of transient response on the motor can be seen when the motor is supplied with voltage which is depicted at the current plot. Thus, this result validates the flow simulation the turbine flow sensor in Figure 2 will get an electrical response when flowing water comes in contact with it.

![Figure 13. (a) simulation output of motor rpm against time, (b) simulation output of motor current and time](image)

3.3. Result analysis of test conducted on the fabricated flow sensor

The data from the experimentation was recorded with CoolTerm Software which connects to the input port of Arduino Uno. The data from the Coolterm software was exported into Microsoft Excel 2010 for further data analysis. Table 4 showed 80 out of 517 raw data in Excel with two rows, rpm and speed displaying the raw values from the practical simulation carried out using Arduino Uno. Figure 14 showed the plot for the rpm and speed of turbine flow sensor against time and Figure 15 showed the rpm against speed of turbine flow sensor. Figure 14 showed the different voltage input and the rpm and speed response respectively against the time elapsed during the experiment. The voltage applied to the flow sensor represents the force of water movement on the fan blades of the flow sensor. The plot revealed that as the voltage input increased the rpm and the speed of the turbine flow increases as well. Furthermore, Figure 14 showed that the minimum voltage to give enough torque to the motor to rotate the turbine flow sensor is 15 volts using the 24V DC motor. The average rpm recorded for 15V, 16V, 20V and 24V input voltage into the motor are 169 rad/s, 295 rad/s, 603 rad/s and 681 rad/s. The average speed in meter per min (m/min) for 15V, 16V, 20V and 24V input voltage into the motor are 13.28 m/min, 23.16 m/min, 47.39 m/min, 63.47 m/min. XLStat was used to produce the descriptive statistical analysis of the data set from the experiment. Figure 15 also represents the Linear Regression plot for the rpm against speed of the turbine flow sensor. The correlation matrix from the linear regression analysis produced a coefficient of determination (R²) of 1 and a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 0. This showed that there is a strong relationship between the rpm and the speed of the turbine flow meter. Therefore, this validates the experimentation and showed that the turbine flow sensor can read flow velocity accurately.

The contribution on this research work can be seen by comparing it with [20]. It can be seen clearly that the system described in this research is a laboratory experimental testbed while [20] was only a simulation. Furthermore, the system built in this work requires less torque compare with [20] for the turbine blade. In a nutshell, this experimental test bed has tested the flow sensor ability to measure flow consistently and continuously.
4. CONCLUSION

A state of the art flow sensor has been designed and it usage has been practicalized by accessing its performance. Consecutively, this study has both consumed the both the simulation phase and the practical testing of the turbine flow sensor with a critical measure of the performance of the turbine flow sensor. The SoldWork 3D CAD software has made the fabrication of the turbine flow sensor possible. The flow sensor has been tested under laboratory settings and it was found that the coefficient of determination is 1 which is a strong representation of the relationship between the flow velocity and revolution per second of the motor subjected in a rotational motion. Under laboratory experiment, the turbine flow sensor performed efficiently by measuring water flow rate in a standardized environment. The mean flow rate shows strong consistency with increasing force of water applied on it. Future work will need to integrate other sensors in order to know the sensitivity of this turbine flow sensor in being able to detect flow rate readings effectively. The turbine flow sensor is still in development stage but it’s ability to survive in outdoor environment would also be a very good aspect to test in the future work as well.
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